
T-shirt with iron-on foil
Instructions No. 2234
 Difficulty: Advanced
 Working time: 2 Hours

You can make this idea wonderfully without a plotter. This T-shirt is a great eye-catcher at the first day of school party or
for the birthday of the child of honour. You can simply use our template or create your very own T-shirt.

This is how the great T-shirt is
designed:
First cut out the template for the pennants and
transfer it to the coloured iron-on sheets. Then
cut out with scissors or a scalpel.

For the lettering, you can either use our template
(schoolchild) or simply create your own template.

In a text editing programme, insert a text field into
a document and create the desired text / name in
a font that is as wide as possible. (In our example
in Word, we have chosen the font "Berlin Sans FB
Demi" in font size 90).

The text must then be mirrored in the text field.

Stick the printout of the mirrored lettering onto
the sheet with the glitter iron-on foil using
masking tape. IMPORTANT: do not place it on the
glossy side, but on the matt side.

Now cut out the letters with a scalpel (cut through the paper and the iron-on film, but not the glossy
backing film).

Weed the motif, i.e. remove the iron-on film from the backing film except for the actual lettering, and
then iron it onto the T-shirt according to the manufacturer's instructions. Use a lot of pressure or apply
with a transfer press like the Easy Press.

Place the previously cut out pennants on the shirt and iron them on as well.

Complete the "ribbon" of the pennant chain with the textile marker and iron it in place.



You want to make the T-shirt for the first day at school? We also have the right ideas for the school cone
for you. You can also easily make a scrapbook and photo album to match the motif and colour thanks to
our instructions. Take a look right now: Instructions: 2222

Article number Article name Qty
15407 Kids t-shirt, whiteClothing Size 128 1
338561-15 Premium Flex Iron-on film A4Beige/Powder 1
338561-17 Premium Flex Iron-on film A4Baby Pink 1
338561-05 Premium Flex Iron-on film A4Sky Blue 1
719810 EasyPress 3 1
132824 Hobby scalpel 1
70522 Crepe-Adhesive tape, 50 m 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/ideas-for-the-first-day-of-school-school-cone-folder-und-album-t3244/
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